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Aamir khan mela film

Megastar Aamir Khan's brother Faizal Khan made a splash in Bollywood with the film Mela back in 2000. Although Faizal has long been associated in the film industry, having been assistant director to Jo Jeete Wohi Sikandar and Tum Mere Ho, Faizal could not have the same influence as his older brother with an audience as an actor.
Back in business as a producer after a long vacation, Faizal Khan opened up about his journey in the film industry. Also read: Aamir Khan's Family Tree: Lesser Known Facts About The Actor's Parents Faizal Khan announced the exit of Mela After The Exit of Mela in 2000, Faizal was far from the spotlight for most of the decade. Rumor
has it that the actor is actually dealing with mental illness that forced him to leave the film industry. Faizal settled these rumors in 2015 when he starred in a film called Chinar Daastaan-E-Ishq starring him. While promoting the film, Faizal stated that rumors that he was labeled a mentally ill person don't really hold any real facts because it
would be impossible for a mentally ill person to work in movies. Also read: Aamir Khan set to reveal a new look from his upcoming film, Laal Singh Chaddha Also read: Aamir Khan praises 'Chhapaak' trailer Deepika Padukone; Congratulations to the cast The actor also stated that while he knows he belongs to a valued family of successful
entertainers, they haven't seen the level of failure as he does. Faizal believed that none of his family members, including brother Aamir Khan, would be able to understand his situation and therefore never sought any guidance or opportunity to reboot the films. Faizal stated that he has been close to Aamir over the years and is evaluating
scripts to decide whether Aamir Khan's production company should take over the film or not. Currently, Faizal Khan is executive producer for Aamir Khan's next film, Laal Singh Chaddha. Also read: How did Aamir Khan's daughter Ira fare as a director? Read Hazel Keech-starrer reviews Also read: The Physical Transformations of Aamir
Khan from Ghajini to Laal Singh Chaddha Get the latest entertainment news from India &amp; around the world. Now follow your favorite television celeles and television updates. Republic World is your one-stop destination for trendy Bollywood news. Tune in today to stay up to date with all the latest news and headlines from the
entertainment world. Image not available forColor: Sorry, this item is not available in the image is not available To view this video Flash Player for Ugandan television series see Meli (Ugandan TV series). MelaPosterDirected byDharmesh DarshanProduced byUmed JainWritten byDharmesh DarshanScreenplay by Neeraj Vora Sanjeev
Duggal Robin Bhatt Story bySuneel Darshan Starring Aamir Khan Twinkle Khanna Faisal Khan Johnny Lever Music bySongs:Anu MalikRajesh RoshanLesle LewisBackground Score:Surinder SodhiCinematRajographyan KinagiEdited Venus Records &amp; TapesRelease Date 7 January 2000 (2000-01-07) Running time172
minutesCountryIndiaLanguageHindiBudgetest.₹18 crore (US$2 .5 million)[1]Box officeest.₹29.11 crore (US$4.1 million)[1] Mela (English: Fair) is a 2000 Indian action masala film directed by Dharmesh Darshan. It stars Aamir Khan, his real-life brother Faisal Khan,[2] and Twinkle Khanna. [3]. This was one of the biggest box office failures
of 2000. Plot The only soldier brother (Ayub Khan) of a young woman, Roopa (Twinkle Khanna), returns to the village of Chandanpur to arrange her marriage. The festival is decorated in the happiness of Root's marriage, however Chandanpur's fortunes are short-lived, as the village is looted by a group of terrorists. The terrorist leader,
Gujjar, (Tina Verma), kills a visiting politician, and to make matters worse, Root's beauty catches Gujjar's eyes. However, as Gujjar tries to make off with a terrified Roop, her brother comes to her aid, only to be killed, to the dismay of the village, especially Roope. Also killed was her best friend, Gopal (teacher Om Kapoor), much to the
dismay of Gopal's mother (Tanvi Azmi) who tried to stop her son from saving Roopa (because of his young age) which is why Gujjar killed him. Roopa, outraged by the fact that her brother and Gopal are gone, vows revenge. Gujjar threatens Roopi that she will only be his mistress and that she will never be able to have a brother or a
lover. Furious, Roopa tries to commit suicide by jumping into a waterfall because she feels it's better to kill herself rather than be a mistress. Destiny has other plans as Roopa survives and steals the clothes of Kishan (Aamir Khan), a stage actor. Kishan works with his best friend, the truck driver, Shankar (Faisal Khan). When Kishan first
meets Roopa, he is captivated by her beauty and falls in love with her. Kishan decides to make Roopa the heroine of their dance show, however, Shankar warns him that Roopa will get them in trouble. With no option, Roopa travels with them, and tries to escape, but returns when he is chased by a gang and a drunk trying to rape her.
However, Roopa is rescued by Shankar and Kishan. Roopa plays love for Kishan, who wants to marry her, and the two agree to help her return to Chandanpur. When Kishan would marry Roopa, who feels guilty about her betrayal, she led, told them her story. Shankar becomes her brother, while Kishan, heartbroken, leaves in disgust.
Roopa and Shankar return to Chandanpur, where Shankar mobilizes the village, trying to set a trap for Gujjar who learned of Roopta's survival and terrorizes the village to find out where he is. The trap backfires horribly until Kishan returns with suspended officer Pakkad Singh (Johny Lever). The trap was reinstated with another carnival
and villain attack as planned. Roopa is kidnapped, and Kishan and Shankar chase and are captured and taken to Gujjar's hideout where they are forced. he and his men. At the end of the arrival of chandanpur villagers, well prevailed and terrorists met a bloody end. Roopa is reunited with her brother Shankar and lover Kishan. Eventually
Kishan and Roopa get married and as they drive their truck, Shankar happens to meet Champakali (Aishwarya Rai) and Kishan and Roopa watch them. Cast Aamir Khan as Kishan Pyare Twinkle Khanna as Roopa Singh (Radha) Faisal Khan as Shankar Shane Tinu Verma as Gujjar Singh Johny Lever as Inspector Pakkad
Singh/Inspector Pakoda Singh Navneet Nishan as Bulbul, The Post Woman Asrani as Banwari Baniya Tiku Talsania as Murari, Sarpanch Archana the Village Flirt Tanvi Azmi as Gopal's mom Ayub Khan as Ram Singh, Roopa's brother (Special Appearance) Parmeet Sethi as Surendra Pratap Singh (Special Appearance) Kulbhushan
Kharband Aishwarya Rai as Champakali (Special Appearance) Viju Khote as Patil Rao Singh Harish Patel as Seth Chandulal Popadlal Anirudh Agarwal as Kaali the bandit Veeru Krishnanas Ghungroo, the Dance Master Omkar Kapoor as Gopal Gurbachan as Gurubachan Singh Rajeev Varma as Rajiv Verma Chandu as Chandu-Na
Nandu) Nandu as Chandu-Nandu Razak Khan Anil Upadhyay Indira Chowdhary Sanjay Batra Sanjeev Siddharth Chitresh Ranjan Production Karishma Kapoor , who previously collaborated with Dharmesh Darshan in Raja Hindustani's 1996 film The 1997 Film, said she was very happy with the decision. Also offered the lead role was
Sonala Bendre and Raveena Tandon. However, due to a lack of dates, both actresses could not be part of the film. The role ultimately went to Twinkle Khanna. Darshan said in an interview that the 1971 film Caravan had been released in 1981. Aditya Pancholi was signed to the role of villain, but switched off because he didn't want to be
bare-chested throughout the film. [6] The soundtrack, Aamir Khan, approached and convinced A. R. Rahman to compose music for the film, but due to time constraints, Rahman turned down the offer. [7] The music was then composed by 4 composers, with songs composed by Ana Malik, Rajesh Roshan and Lesle Lewis, and Surinder
Sodhi composing a film score. The placements of songs in this film have been fiercely criticized, especially the overuse of the title song 'Mela Dilon Ka'. The lyrics were also perceived as inappropriate because they were paradoxical and contradictory in nature. Playlist All lyrics are written by Dev Kohli, Dharmesh Darshan,
Sameer.No.TitleLyricsMusicSinger(s)Length1. Mela Dilon Ka (Theme)Dharmesh DarshanAnu MalikAlka Yagnik, Aamir Khan03:362. Dekho 2000 Zamana Aa Gaya Dharmesh DarshanLesle LewisLesle Lewis, Hariharan, Aamir Khan04:543. Dhadkan Mein Tum SameerAnu MalikAlka Yagnik, Kumar Sanu06:234. Durga Hai Meri Maa
TraditionalAnu MalikKavita Krishnamurthy, Mohammed Aziz05:035. Kamariya Lachke ReSameerRajesh RoshanAnuradha Paudwal, Udit Narayan, Abhijeet Bhattacharya06:026. Chori Chori Gori RoshanJai Rathod, Abhijeet Bhattacharya&amp;UditNarayan06:267. Mela Dilon Ka (Celebration)Dev KohliAnu MalikSonu Nigam, Alka Yagnik,
Roop Kumar Rathod, Shankar Mahadevan, Nitin Mukesh, Hema Sardesai, Jaspinder Narula and Anmol10:378. Mela Dilon KaDev Kohli, Dharmesh DarshanAnu MalikAbhijeet Bhattacharya, Shankar Mahadevan, Alka Yagnik, Sadhana Sargam, Udit Narayan, Sonu Nigam, Poonam07:289. Tujhe Rab Ne Banaya SameerAnu MalikUdit
Narayan, Anuradha Paudwal04:47 Sify gave the album a rating of 3/5. [8] Reception In her review for Rediff.com, Sharmila Taliculam called Aamir Khan the saving grace of the film and the only one who does complete justice to his role. Her film was a mix of Seven Samurai, Caravan and Sholay and she praised Tinu Verma's
performance, which marked his portrayal of the villain as convincingly menancing. She noted that synchronisation of Khanna's voice is a gamble that ... withheld and [added] unnecessary drama and aggression to her role. [9] And his 3-star review, Sify praised the performances of Aamir Khan and Tina Verma and noted that Khanna tried
very hard emotionally as she shed tears. [10] References ^ a b Mela. Box Office India. retrieved on 28 March 2020. ^ Iyer, Meena (September 23, 2015). Faissal Khan goes crazy. The time of India. Last: August 15, 2016 at 12:05PM ^ Mela (film). IMBD. Last: August 15, 2016 at 12:05PM ^ Verma, Sukanya (January 6, 2000). Make way for
the other Mel. Rediff.com 29 March 2020. ^ Saha, Aparajita (January 6, 2000). 'It's a mela calculated effort on my part'. Rediff.com 29 March 2020. ^ Kajol says yes to Karanu. Rediff.com January 2000 reached on 29 March 2020. ^ i n t e r v and e w - a r rahman netservice. ^ Music: Mela. Sify, Sify. , 17 April 2003 retrieved on 29 March
2020. ^ Taliculam, Sharmila (8 January 2000). Aamir is the main attraction. Rediff.com 29 March 2020. ^ Mela. Sify, Sify. , 17 April 2003 retrieved on 29 March 2020. External links to Mela on IMDb retrieved from
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